The Soapbox:
Philadelphia’s Independent Publishing Center

Zine Donation Form for Authors

Donor Information
Name: _______________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________

Would you like to receive our email newsletter? Yes ___ No ___

Zine Information
The Soapbox Zine Library catalogs the zines that it accepts. Any information that you provide below will help us in this effort.
Title of Zine: _______________________________________________________
Date of Publication __________ City/State of Publication __________
Description of Content
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Edition (if applicable) _________
Any other information you would like us to know:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Donation Agreement
The Zine Library catalogs, arranges and promotes zines as part of the larger mission of The Soapbox to promote self-publishing in Philadelphia. To advance this mission, the Library seeks donations of zines from a wide variety of perspectives and of various content, but focuses primarily on zines that were created in Philadelphia, or have a strong Philadelphia focus. Another important focus of the Library is to highlight particular
self-publishing techniques – including binding and printing techniques – that act as inspiration to future self-publishers.

The Library appreciates all offers of donations and works to make all donations accessible to the public. However, due to a number of constraints, including physical space and cataloging demands, the Zine Library cannot always accept every zine that is donated. The following examples represent situations in which the Zine Library is must return zines to donors:

- If a particular zine is determined to not fit within the larger mission of The Soapbox
- If we have more than two copies of a given title (identical edition)
- If a particular topic is heavily represented in the collection currently

If you wish, the Library will make every effort to contact you to coordinate a return of the zines if we are unable to keep your donation. Please indicate below if you wish to be contacted in this event. Note: If you prefer not to have the donation returned, we will work to find a home for it elsewhere.

____ Yes, please contact if you cannot keep my donation
____ No, I do not want to be contacted

Signature: _______________________________ Date: ________________

Help keep the Soapbox going!
The work done at the Soapbox, including cataloging zines and running the zine library, is done by volunteers. But we do have other expenses. If you like what we do, let us know by pitching in to help us out.

Yes! I’m including the following monetary gift to the Soapbox! (Circle as appropriate)
$10  $25  $50  $100  $__. __